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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes the mapping exercise conducted by Tanzania Youth Coalition from the 21st
of May 2018 to 20th of December 2018 to assess the impact of exchange programs between
Tanzania and Germany. The exercise also focused on identifying the needs, gaps, challenges,
and opportunities, which are observed in organizations, schools and institutions that participate
in youth exchange and volunteer programs. Through this exercise, TYC enlarged its
understanding on important actors in exchange and volunteer programs, nature of activities done
by various organizations who receives or/and send volunteers to Germany and to other
countries. The mapping findings obtained will be used to improve and strengthen youth
exchange and volunteer programs between Tanzania and Germany as well as inform on how to
possibly follow similar structures within Tanzania, East Africa Community, or worldwide
partnerships.
The mapping exercise targeted to reach 11 regions of Tanzania Mainland, which include
Mwanza, Kilimanjaro, Kagera, Arusha, Tanga, Singida, Morogoro, Dar es Salaam, Mara, Coast,
Njombe and Zanzibar. The mapping team reached all the targeted regions. A total of 107 centers
were visited but relevant information regarding exchange and volunteer programs between
Tanzania and Germany were obtained from 86 centers, that included among others NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs), Civil Society Organizations, Schools (CSOs),
Government organizations, Faith Based Organizations (FBOs) and Alumni of exchange
programs.
Data was collected through: questionnaires and individual interviews, using the Open Data Kit
(ODK) and KOBO tool box for transmission and analysis. The findings revealed that 84% of the
CSOs, FBOs and NGOs that were reached are still in good contact and participate in the
exchange programs while 16% of the CSOs, FBOs and NGOs have phased out or ceased their
exchange programs for various reasons such as termination of their exchange program contracts,
misunderstanding between partners due to cultural difference and lack of terms of reference for
exchange programs.
Generally, the findings revealed that there are several challenges facing youth exchange and
volunteer programs between Tanzania and Germany. These include among others; language
barriers between Germans and Tanzanians since the common language used as a means for
communication are English (which is not the first language of either country).In order to address
these challenges and ensure that there is quality Youth exchange and volunteer programs; there
should be proper coordination of this programs by ensuring that there is sufficient preparations
for participants which include; language preparations, psychological, and information
dissemination regarding the program to the participants prior to their participations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
African-German Youth Initiative (AGYI) is a multi-lateral initiative of the German Government
with the endorsement of the African Union Commission HRST Department, aimed at enhancing
youth exchange and mobility between African countries and Germany, in the context of
education for sustainable development. The intention is to contribute to the development of
essential competencies and skills in young people from African countries and from Germany in
view of a ´global citizenship´. It also aims at fostering a differentiated image of African countries
on the German side, and Germany on the African side. For an initial phase, Benin, South-Africa
and Tanzania have been selected as pilot countries. In each country an implementing
organization has been selected to take on a coordinating role.
The goal of African German Youth Initiative is to strengthen partnerships and stakeholder’s
capacity between African countries and Germany to promote youth exchange and
volunteerism in the context of global citizenship in order create new opportunities for
sustainable youth development. And its objective is to enhance opportunities for youth and
contribute towards sustainable development and global citizenship through youth exchange
& volunteerism
Tanzania Youth Coalition (TYC) was selected to implement African-German Youth Initiative
(AGYI) in Tanzania.TYC is a consortium/union of 120 youth non-governmental organizations,
249 Youth Enterprise Groups (YEGs) and hundreds of youth individuals countrywide. TYC is
working towards building the capacity and sensitize youth on sustainable development and
ensuring that the voice of a young person is heard across decision making platforms. TYC focus
on the following areas:


Youth livelihood and employment



Youth livelihood and environment



Youth health and gender



Youth leadership and build local democracy



Youth exchange and international partnership for sustainable development
1

TYC is committed to the kind of youth participation that entails a process whereby young people
influence, and share control and responsibility over decisions, plans and resources and
implement change for sustainable development.
2.0 BACKGROUND
The mapping exercise was a first-stage AGYI activity to analyses the exchange programs
situation between Tanzania and Germany. This exercise helped TYC to draw lessons, challenges
and best practices learned by organizations and institutions that conduct exchange programs
between Tanzania and Germany. Data collected will help TYC to lobby and advocate for the
improvement of the youth quality exchange programs done between Tanzania and Germany, as
well as promote similar structures in the country and beyond.
The mapping exercise was also expected to provide more understanding of the impact of
exchange programs at the national level (Tanzanian context). This exercise was done against the
background that exchange programs in Tanzania are done with the implementers of such
programs having very limited knowledge about how to effectively undertake youth exchange and
volunteer programs’, therefore, the mapping was expected to provide TYC with more evidence
rendering above the stated hypothesis.
The other expectation was to provide a database of organizations and institutions including
schools that send and receive students and volunteers between Tanzania and Germany.
Additionally, the intention is to identify capacity needs, gaps and make remedial measure that
will improve the quality of youth exchange programs to be meaningful and beneficial to
participants (beneficiary) of exchange programs.
The mapping exercise targeted to reach 11 regions of Tanzania Mainland, which include
Mwanza, Kilimanjaro, Kagera, Arusha, Tanga, Singida, Morogoro, Dar es Salaam, Mara, Coast,
Njombe and Zanzibar. The mapping team reached all the targeted regions. A total of 107 centers
were visited but relevant information regarding exchange and volunteer programs between
Tanzania and Germany were obtained from 86 centers that included among others NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs), Civil Society Organizations, Schools (CSOs),
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Government organizations, Faith Based Organizations (FBOs) and Alumni of exchange
programs
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11 REGIONS VISITED BY THE MAPPING TEAM IN TANZANIA MAINLAND AND
ZANZIBAR

KEY

Regions TYC visited
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Goal of Mapping
To develop a database of sending and receiving organizations, schools, and Alumni of exchange
programs between Tanzania and Germany and assess needs and gaps for quality youth exchange
programs overall.

Specific Objective
1. To know the organizations that act as receiving and sending organizations of volunteers
and other exchange participants between Germany and Tanzania.
2. To know the methodology, criteria, used in selection and the preparation of volunteers
and participants of exchanges programs.
3. To know the number of volunteers who are received and sent for particular exchange
programs.
4. To bring TYC closer to all receiving and sending organizations in Tanzania
5. To identify alumni of different exchange programs
6. To develop a strategy for developing three different alumni networks to be hosted at TYC
(ENSA, ASA, ww / wwb)
7. To assess the multiplying effect and opportunities for Alumni of exchange programs and
begin to coordinate ‘change projects’ based on Alumni activity
8. To manage knowledge transfer of exchange programs, existing Alumni of exchanges, and
relevant national structures involved in youth.
9. To open opportunitis for new partnerships to be established

5

TYC mapping team at Dhow Music Academy in Zanzibar
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Mapping team at Chang’ombe Secondary School

1.1 Significance of Mapping
The mapping exercise helped TYC to understand the challenges encountered by organizations,
schools, and institutions undertaking youth exchange and volunteer programs in Tanzania, draw
lessons and get the youth exchange program implementers’ views on what they think could be
the solution for the challenges they face and on how to improve exchange programs in Tanzania.
The mapping also helped to identify new opportunities for cooperation and partnership in
addressing sustainable development and empowerment of youth across the country.
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3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
There is a great contribution of Youth exchange and volunteer programs towards youth
development especially skills development and change of perspective. International volunteer
service is defined as an organized period of voluntary engagement and contributions to society
across to international borders with little or no monetary compensation Sherraden, Lough &
McBride, (2008). The International Youth exchange and volunteer programs are very paramount
towards making effective global citizens. Such global citizen need to be intercultural competent
and Deardoff and Hunter (2006) identified that attitude of openness, respect (valuing all
cultures), curiosity and discovery.
There are different international Youth exchange and volunteer programs which are run between
African countries and European countries and elsewhere around the world such as Canada and
USA. These include among others; Global Xchange program (GX) from United Kingdom,
Volunteer Service Oversee (VSO) which is also from United Kingdom, Canada World
Youth(CWY) from Canada, Kennedy-Lugar Youth Exchange and Study (YES) from USA, FKNorway from Norway and Weltwart exchange program from Germany.
Allum, (2012) argue that, historically and the objectives of the exchange programs have placed
most emphasis on global learning and international understanding, rather than more tangible
development outputs. For example, CWY, (2006) reviews indicates that there is the impact on
values and attitudes, skills and knowledge were prominent and not just for the volunteer
participants but also for host communities. International volunteering can contribute positively to
achieving development outcomes when volunteer are placed within a long-term partnership and
provided with the appropriate training and support (DFID, 2005). Some studies looking at
socially diverse groups have concluded that, simply being away from a home environment is not
enough-travel does not always broaden the mind – and demand effective group support and
structured learning programs to enable young people to reflect and learn rather than reinforce
stereotypes. SAGE net (2012). Through this mapping exercise, TYC aspire to find different
ways of improving the quality of Youth exchange and volunteer programs such as developing a
trainers manual for youth exchange and volunteer programs which will be used as guiding tool
for Youth exchange and volunteer programs. Also to lobby and advocate for a policy guideline
on volunteerism in Tanzanian.
8

4.0 METHODOLOGY

4.1 Areas of Mapping
The mapping covered 11 regions in Tanzania- Mainland and Zanzibar. The Regions were
clustered into five zones which were Northern Zone, Lake Zone, and Eastern zone, Central Zone,
Southern Zone and Southern Highland Zone. The following are the regions which were covered
for the mapping exercise; Mwanza, Kilimanjaro, Kagera, Arusha, Morogoro, Dar es Salaam,
Singida, Tanga, Njombe, Pwani and Mtwara. The target of the mapping was to reach at least 9
centers, which include organizations, institutions, and schools, which are, have, are undertaking
or intend to undertake youth exchange programs between Tanzania and Germany in future.
4.2 Mapping Sampling
The mapping sampling was divided into organizations, institutions and schools currently
undertaking youth exchange programs, organizations which have done youth exchange programs
in the past but are no longer undertaking exchange programs, and schools currently undertaking
the school to school exchange programs (ENSA). Apart from the organizations and schools
which receive and send volunteers, the mapping also reached organizations and schools which
are interested in undertaking exchange programs in the future but do not necessarily have
partners for the moment.
4.3 Sample Design and Sampling Techniques
The Mapping exercise used desk review and non-probability sampling techniques to obtain the
respondents.
4.4 Data collection
The methods, used in collecting data, were questionnaires and interviews. The questionnaires
were used because the study sought to establish variables, which could not be directly
established, by observation and these included views, opinions, and feelings of the respondents.
The information was collected by way of questionnaires and use of Open Data Kit Application.
The mapping also used individual interviews in collecting the information and this made the
enumerators to be able to collect more valid data due to the direct conversations with
respondents.
9

TYC team at CAN organization in Dar es Salaam
4.5 Data Analysis and Techniques
After collecting, editing, consolidating and regrouping data obtained from the field, it was
analyzed by using Quantitative data from the questionnaires. Results were presented in tables
with pertaining explanations. Qualitative data from interview was subjected to content analysis
and interpretation to provide answers to the questions that triggered. The data was analyzed both
qualitatively and quantitatively through KOBO TOOLBOX.
4.6 Ethical Issues
The mapping considered and followed the rules and regulations of the authorities, confidentiality
of the respondents and cultural respect of the community in the process of collecting data.
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TYC Mapping team in Mara region
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TYC Mapping team at Rangwi Secondary School at Lushoto District in Tanga
4.7 Limitations
The mapping faced numerous limitations which include; accessibility to the centers
(Organizations and Schools) which were the targets for interview and administration of
questionnaires because some of them were located in remote areas. The other limitation was that
most of the organizations that were visited for mapping purpose were hesitant to provide
information to the enumerators due to data protection and also the fact that the purpose of
mapping was not clear to them at the beginning.
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5.0 DATA PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This chapter aims at presenting and discussing the findings of the study. Data was analyzed using
qualitative means and was translated into the necessary frequencies and percentages, which have
been presented in tables and graphs. The figures and graphs all give indication of the findings
based on the primary objective of this study which was to identify the existing organizations and
schools which are doing exchange programs so as to establish database that will enable TYC,
Partners and Government to effectively facilitate and coordinate the exchange programs.
Table 1: Sample distribution of respondent
Respondents

Number

Organizations

71

Schools

36

Total

107

5.2 Characteristics of Organization
The questions regarding the character of the organization aimed at providing information about
the organization, and made TYC understand the type of organizations, institutions and schools
undertake exchanges and the status of the exchange programs and know if the organization was
registered and was officially recognized by the authorities that register and regulate NGOs and
CSOs in Tanzania.
The findings are presented in the table 2 below;
Table 2: Type Organization
Type

Frequencies

Percentages

CSO’s

63

73%

Schools

23

27%

Total

86

100

CSO’s and Schools

86

100%

Source: Field data 2018
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5.3 FINDINGS OF CSO’s / NGO’s / FBOs:
The mapping team visited a total of 63 centers that included CSOs, FBOs and NGOs to collect
information on the organization’s experience in undertaking exchange programs and challenges
they face when undertaking the exchange programs. The mapping also sought to find out what
the organization did in order to solve the challenges faced in their day-to-day implementation of
the exchange programs and also to establish what the best practices were so that these practices
could be replicated and shared with other organizations as to make the majority of organizations
to effectively undertake the youth exchange programs.

Source of data 2018
The findings revealed that 84% of CSOs, FBOs and NGOs reached are still in contact or still
conduct exchanges with their partners in Germany. This is evidence that there are a good number
of exchange programs still going on between Tanzania and Germany.

The mapping also

revealed that 16% of the CSOs, FBOs and NGOs have phased out or ceased their exchange
programs for various reasons. The reasons mentioned by the respondents included transparency
and accountability challenges determined by one sided decision-making proceses regarding
financial issues in which the German partners dominated the decision-making process. For the
15

organizations that are still conducting exchange and volunteer programs between Germany and
Tanzania; the competency in intercultural communication was noted as one of the reasons which
help them to sustain their partnerships.

5.3.2 Experience in conducting Youth Exchange and volunteer Programs

Source: Field data 2018
The experience in conducting Youth exchange and volunteer programs is determined by using
the scale of one (1) to over fifteen (15) years. 37% of the organizations that were reached have
been undertaking youth exchange and volunteer programs for not more than 5 years, 33% for not
more than 10 years, 20% for not more than 15 year and only 10% for over 15 years. The result
shows that the majority of organizations have not been conducting exchange programs for a long
time and that exchange programs are a fairly new phenomenon in Tanzania. The majority of
respondents also said that they lacked skills required for effectively running the exchange
programs. This implies that there is a need for the organizations to be oriented to the youth
exchange notion so as to enable them to effectively run youth exchange programs.
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5.3.3 Decision making on criteria used by NGO’s/CSO’s to obtain participants of exchange
programs

Source: Field Data 2018

The data presented above shows responses to the question on regarding who makes the decisions
regarding the criteria, which is used to select the participants of youth exchange and volunteer
programs between Germany and Tanzania. The mapping revealed that 63% of the partners had
joint decision-making, 27% of the partnerships the decision-making was done by the German
partners, and 10% of the partnerships were the Tanzanian organizations, which made the
decisions on the criteria of those participants.

Despite the findings showing that, the majority of youth exchange and volunteer programs and
partnerships; the decision-making is mutual, the respondents also hinted that even in the joint
decision-making process the German organizations tend to show unequal superiority when it
comes to decisions on finances, planning and implementation of the programs, compared to the
Tanzanian counterparts, and in some cases especially regarding financial transparency, the
Tanzanian organizations are not even involved in the decision-making process.
17

5.3.4 Challenges of Youth exchange and volunteer programs

Source of data 2018
Mapping excise discovered that language was one of the hindrances towards effective youth
exchange and volunteer programs between Tanzania and Germany. 34% of respondents
mentioned language as one of the main challenge. 33% respondents mentioned other challenges
which included; obtaining visas especially for Tanzanian volunteers who are travelling to
Germany, delay of work permits especially for German volunteers in Tanzania, unfamiliar food,
racism in Germany, cultural difference for both Tanzanian and German volunteers and weather
conditions (Winter) were the key challenges facing youth exchanges programs between Tanzania
and Germany. The respondents also said that the challenges have largely contributed to the
failure of numerous partnerships and may continue to impede youth exchange and volunteer
programs between Tanzania and Germany in the future if solutions are not found.

18

5.3.5 Improving exchange programs

Source: Field Data 2018
In order to improve the youth exchange and volunteer programs between Tanzania and
Germany; 58% proposed sufficient preparations of participants through trainings before
participating in the Youth exchange and volunteer programs. 32% proposed mentorship during
the exchange program and other 10% of the respondent proposed learning the German language
in advance before participating in the program for Tanzanian participants, review of the
immigration regulations, involvement of government in exchange program planning as ways of
allaying the challenges attendant to Germany and Tanzania youth exchange and volunteer
programs. The respondents also wanted the Tanzania Government to be involved (as a partner)
in solving some of the challenges.
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5.4 School exchange Programs between Tanzania and Germany.

Source: Field Data 2018
The graph above shows the experience of school to school exchange programs and indicates that
majority of schools have been participating in exchange where 42% for the period of 5 to 10
years, 33% for 15 years and above and 25% for less than 5 years. This is an indication that
majority of schools have been conducting exchange programs for a fairly longer time than
organizations. Most of the schools which have been having a long standing experience in
conducting school exchanges and partnerships are due to the fact that their partnerships were
originated from church partnerships and that the school exchanges are two ways traffic.
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5.4.2 Preparation

Source: Field Data 2018
The mapping found that most students are prepared before their participation in exchange
programs where 83% uses their teachers as trainers for their preparations and 17% use special
trainers to prepare students for exchange programs. The respondents (teachers) said that they
lacked the skills required to orient students before their participation in school-to-school
exchange programs between Tanzania and Germany. The schools that were visited for mapping
exercise explained their wish to obtain proper trainings from experienced organizations in
conducting exchange programs such as TYC on how to prepare their students for exchange
programs.

21

5.4.3 Service offer by TYC

Source: Field data 2018.
The mapping exercise also revealed that 88.24% of the schools and organization would like TYC
to build their capacity and to educate them about the principles of conducting youth exchange
and volunteer programs so as to narrow the knowledge and information gap between them and
their German counterparts, and 9.8% of the organizations and schools did not deem the TYC
support as necessary. Therefore TYC will have to provide the support to the 88.24% who need
the support.
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5.4.4 Groups that are left behind in youth exchange and volunteer programs

Source: Field Data 2018
50% of respondents noted that people with disabilities, are the ones who are mostly left behind
as far as youth exchange and volunteer programs are concerned. Other 30% of respondents noted
that youth experts in different fields are the ones who are also left behind in exchange programs,
16% of respondents argued that young girls are the ones left behind in most of the exchange
programs and 5% of respondents argued that other groups such as those in sport, culture and art
fields are the ones who are left behind.
The respondents also hinted that people with disabilities are not included in exchange programs
because in most case the infrastructure is not conducive for them. For the others groups such as
Youth experts in different fields, young girls and groups of Arts, Sports and Culture, the
respondents noted that lack of information about

Youth exchange programs and language

proficiency requirements hinder them from participating in exchange programs.
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5.4.5 Areas of Improvement

Source: Field Data 2018
In response to the question of what can be done to improve the exchanges; 80% of the
respondents said that there is the need to encourage students to be eager to learn during the
exchange programs and as a results this will improve the school to school exchange programs
between Tanzania and Germany. 20% of the respondents argued that adequate preparations and
orientations of the students prior to the exchange program happening will reduce challenges
faced by school to school exchanges and improve the quality and performance of the exchanges.
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6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMANDATIONS
6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
 There is need to publicize the exchange programs to the schools, organization and the
general public
 TYC in collaboration with Government and other youth exchange facilitating actors
should put in place mechanism for continued monitoring youth exchange programs in
Tanzania.
 There is a need to orient more schools, institutions and organization about the concept
and notion of youth exchange and volunteer programs.
 There is need to include clause in the MOU between the two partners which emphasize
and enforces mutuality in decision-making
 There is need for both Tanzania and Germany governments to ensure that procures for
grant youth who participate in exchange programs visa and work permits is eased.
 TYC need to create more awareness to the community about the importance of cultural
exchange programs.
 More capacity building programs are need to organizations, institutions and schools
participating in exchange programs.
 TYC should offer a capacity building program and guidelines based on the need of the
schools and organization which undertake exchange programs.
 TYC should share best practices and coordinate both cross-learning and networking of
organizations and schools that undertake youth exchange programs
6.2 CONCLUSION
The mapping exercise has been very paramount for TYC in terms of understanding the situation
of youth exchange and volunteer programs. The schools and organizations that participate in
exchange programs lack important skills in making these programs more meaningful and
ensuring their quality. Through the mapping exercise, TYC observed that there is no monitoring
mechanism for the performance of youth exchange programs in Tanzania. Decision-making on
youth exchange and volunteer programs between Germany and Tanzania has been often lopsided
with the German partner being the dominant decision-maker. Racism and cultural difference are
two challenges which impact negatively on youth exchange programs between Tanzania and
Germany. The findings of mapping exercise should be used as tools for designing trainings for
trainers, training guidelines, mentorships, as well as follow up mechanisms for all types of youth
exchange and volunteer programs between Tanzania and Germany in order to ensure quality
youth exchange programs overall, more shared knowledge, mutual learning opportunities,
enhanced global learning principles, meaningful global citizenship implementation, and
impactful application of community development for all participants.
25

Furthermore, the findings revealed that the absence of formal agreements (Memorandum of
Understanding) between partners involved in exchange and volunteer programs, acquiring visa
seems to be difficult for Tanzanian volunteers who are due to travel to Germany, the superiority
and inferiority complexes between both Tanzanian and German partners adding to inequality,
and inability to accept decisions on the criteria of selecting participants of exchange programs
that the German partner wants to single handedly make.
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Annex 01

Mabadilishano ya Vijana baina ya Tanzania na Ujerumani:
Muongozo wa mahojiano ya ana kwa ana na wadau

A. UTANGULIZI

1.) Taasisi/Ofisi yenu inajihusisha na shughuli gani?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.) Je mnatambulika kisheria/mmesajiliwa?
a) Ndio
b) Hapana

(

)

3.) Ni kwa namna gani ulishiriki au unashiriki mabadishano ya vijana kati ya Tanzania na Ujerumani?
a) Napokea vijana wanaojitolea
b) Ninatuma vijana wanaojitolea
c) Ninapokea na kutuma vijana wanaojitolea

(

4.) Je mnashiriki katika mabadilishano ya aina ipi?
a) ENSA
b) ASA
c) Weltwaerts
d) Nyengine

(

)

28

)

Kama jibu ni Nyingine, Ni zipi?
........................................................................................................................................................
5.) Je mlianza lini kushiriki mabadilishano ya vijana?

a)
b)
c)
d)

Zaidi ya miaka 15 iliyopita
Miaka 15 hadi miaka 10 iliyopita
Miaka 10 hadi miaka 5 iliyopita
Miaka 5 hadi mwaka 1 iliopita

6.) Je nani anafadhili program ya/za mabadilishano mnazofanya na nchi ya Ujerumani?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
7.) Je bado mnauhusiano na mbia wenu wa Ujerumani?
a) Ndio
b) Hapana

(

)

-Kama jibu ni hapana, je nini kilipelekea uhusiano huu kuisha?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

B. UTAMBUZI WA WASHIRIKI
8.) Je unafahamu njia wanazotumia mashirika ya Ujerumani kuchagua na kuandaa washiriki wa
mabadilishano ya vijana?
a. Ndio
b. Hapana

(

)

9.) Kama mnatuma vijana wanaojitolea, taasisi/shirika mnatumia vigezo gani kuchagua washiriki
wa mabadilishano ya vijana?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
29

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

10.) Unapata wapi taarifa kuhusu mabadilishano ya vijana kati ya Tanzania na Ujerumani?
a) Kwenye mitandao ya kijamii
b) Kwenye taasisi za vijana
c) Kwa mashirika rafiki

(

)

11.) Kwa maoni yako, nani anafanya maamuzi au anaweka vigezo vya washiriki wa mabadilishano ya
vijana?
a) Mashirika ya Ujerumani
b) Mashirika ya Tanzania
c) Mashirika ya Tanzania na Ujerumani

(

)

12.) Kama unatuma vijana wanaojitolea, Je mnatoa msaada gani kwa vijana wanaorudi kutoka kwenye
mabadilishano ya vijana?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

13.) Kuna faida/umuhimu gani kwa ofisi na kwa jamii inayokuzunguka kwa kuwa na kijana anayejitolea
kutoka Ujerumani?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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C. CHANGAMOTO
14.) Unadhani ni maeneo gani kunachangamoto katika mabadilishano ya vijana baina ya Tanzania na
Ujerumani?
a) Maandalizi kabla ya kusafiri (Kisaikolijia)
b) Lugha
c) Kukosa taarifa za kutosha kuhusu mahali/sehemu ya kujitolea
d) Yote majibu

(

)

e) Nyengine
-Unaweza kuongeza changamoto ambazo hazijatajwa hapo juu
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

15.) Ni kwa namna gani changamoto hizi zinaweza kutatuliwa?
a) Kutoa mafunzo kwa vijana kabla ya ushiriki kwenye mabadilishano
b) kutoa msaada wa ushauri kwa vijana wakiwa kwenye program

(

)

e) Nyengine
-Unaweza kuongeza njia nyingine ambazo hazijatajwa hapo juu.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

16.) Je TYC wanaweza kutoa mafunzo ya kuwajengea uwezo kwenye programu za mabadilishano kama
mkihitaji?
a) Ndio
b) Hapana

(

)

17.) Ni majukumu yapi taasisi/shirika lako linaweza kuyachukua kutatua changamoto hizo?
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

D. MAENEO YENYE CHANGAMOTO
18.) Je, unadhani kuna kundi lolote ambalo halijafikiwa, katika mabadilishano mbalimbali ya vijana baina
ya Tanzania na Ujerumani yanayoendelea kwa sasa?
a) Ndio
b) Hapana

(

)

-Kama Jibu ni Ndio, ni yapi katika haya?
a) Walemavu
b) wataalamu wa fani mbalimbali
c) sanaa na michezo
d) wasichana

(

)

-Je kuna umuhimu wa kuwafikia makundi haya ya walengwa ?
a) Ndio
b) Hapana

(

)

- Unadhani ni nini chanzo cha kutokufikiwa kwa mkundi haya ya walengwa?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
19.) Kwa maoni yako, programu za ufadhili zina faida gani kwa washiriki?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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20.) Unadhani ni vegezo gani muhimu zaidi kuzingatia katika progarmu za ufadhili wa mabadilishano ya
vijana baina ya Tanzania na Ujerumani ?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

E. Hitimisho:
21.) Unamaoni gani juu ya uboreshwaji wa program za mabadilishano?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

TUTAHAKIKISHA KWAMBA TAARIFA ZOTE ZILIZOPATIKANA KUPITIA MAHOJIANO HAYA NI SIRI NA
HATUTAMTAJA MTOAJI WA TAARIFA HIZI.HII NI KUHAKIKISHA KWAMBA HAKUNA ATAKAYE
MTAMBUA MTOAJI WA TAARIFA.

AHSANTE KWA USHIRIKI WAKO!
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